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Banking crises can have devastating effects on the economy and, consequently, on people's lives. For these 
reasons, the banking sector - a system based on trust- is one of the most highly regulated industries. 
However, the recent financial crisis has proven the limitations of regulations that solely focus on monitoring 
individual banks, as they do not capture the possibility of contagion between banks. Contagion occurs when 
the collapse of a single bank generates a cascade effect that endangers sound banks that are connected, 
directly or indirectly, to the failed bank.  
 
This paper analyzes the propagation of exogenous shocks throughout the banking network with the goal of 
identifying which system structures are the most resilient to contagion during the collapse of one or more 
banks. Simulations suggest that the extent of system vulnerabilities depends on the topology of the banking 
network, the weight of the links between banks (i.e., amount lent and borrowed), the characteristics of the 
bank that receives the exogenous shock, and the size and number of initial shocks.  
 
Using a simple model in which banks are linked through interbank lending, we find a closed form analytical 
solution for the degree at which a single failure begins to propagate in the network, generating a systemic 
collapse. This critical degree is expressed as a function of four financial parameters: leverage, interbank 
exposure, return on the investment opportunity, and interbank lending rate. Using numerical simulations, 
we observe this same transition to failure propagation in the case of random and scale-free networks. We 
also find that the frequency of systemic collapses tend to be larger on scale-free networks than on random 
networks, which is a manifestation of the “robust-yet-fragile” property of scale-free networks.  
 
Results show that link density is just as critical to the network stability as the size of the shock. Resilience of 
the banking network and systemic losses depend both on financial and network parameters. For this reason, 
banking regulations should expand their focus to include the characteristics of banking networks to 
strengthen the banking system and reduce the likelihood of future systemic crises. 
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